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Soon after adopting the Growth Management Act (GMA), the state legislature recognized it 
needed to monitor—apples to apples—the housing and jobs capacities of jurisdictions planning 
under the GMA. In 1997, it adopted the Buildable Lands Amendment. Under the amendment, six 
major counties, cooperatively with their cities, must survey every fi ve years the development that has 
occurred in the preceding fi ve years, confi rm that capacities within the area the county has desig-
nated as its Urban Growth Area (UGA) can accommodate the growth anticipated over the remaining 
planning period, and make “reasonable” changes in planning assumptions as necessary.

Th e 2007 King County Buildable Lands Report (BLR) is the second fi ve-year evaluation. Find-
ings are reported for the King County Urban Growth Area as a whole, for each of four sub areas 
(shown on the map and Table 5.2 below), and for each city (BLR Table 5.3, pg. V-4.)

Th e report below provides commentary on additional fi ndings, including employment fi nd-
ings, excerpted from Chapter V of the 2007 Report. Th ose curious about the raw data can fi nd it at 
http://www.metrokc.gov/budget/buildland/bldlnd07.htm. Look in Chapter VII, SeaShore Sub Area, 
for Seattle-specifi c information.

Major Residential Findings for Seattle and King County
Seattle has a new household capacity 3.2 times the projected household growth for 
2022. (BLR Table 5.3 on pg. V-4)

According to Table 5.3, Seattle has household capacity under current zoning  for 
123,000 new households.. Growth targets for 2022 for Seattle are 38,000 new house-
holds, giving a household capacity 3.2 times greater than projected household growth

City of Seattle has the largest surplus of capacity above and beyond targeted household 
growth, capacity for nearly 85,000 more households than necessary. (BLR pg. V-6)

Just over half of the 2006 residential capacity in King County—about 139,000 housing 
units— is located in the SeaShore sub area, dominated by multifamily and mixed-use capac-
ity in the City of Seattle. (BLR pg. V-6)

Seashore has 3.2 times needed capacity. East King County has 1.7 and South King 
county 2.9. Rural Cities have 3.1, but represent a small number. (BLR Table 5.2 below)

Seattle has household capacity for 129,000 new units (123,000 households) compared 
to the all the rest of King County’s 160,000 units (154,248 households.) (BLR V-3 and 
Table 5.2 below) (For the diff erence between “units” and “households”, see the defi ni-
tions at the end of this document) 

The King County UGA has capacity, based on current plans, for approximately 289,000 ad-
ditional housing units accommodating an estimated 277,000 additional houseolds—more 
than twice the capacity needed to accommodate the Household Growth Target of about 
106,000 households for the remainder of the 2000-2022 planning period. (BLR pg. V-3)

•

•

•

•

•

Synopsis and Comments on the
2007 King County Buildable Lands Report
(Direct quotations from the Buildable Lands Report (BLR) are in italics.)
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(The table is from the Buildable Lands report. Our notes are in green.)

Important Note: When the BLR uses the term “development capacity,” most people think it means “zoned capacity.”  
Th at’s not the case. Th e BLR’s  “development capacity” is the zoned capacity mathematically reduced to only those 
parcels likely to be redeveloped at assumed densities within the planning time frame. It is a subjective adjustment. If a 
jurisdiction like Seattle passed a law tomorrow requiring everyone to build every parcel to the total zoned capacity im-
mediately, the capacity surpluses described in the BLR would be much, much higher. 

Similarly, planning “targets” and BLR’s “surpluses” are expressed only as households, not population, while the Washing-
ton State Offi  ce of Financial Management (OFM) projects growth management targets only as population, and every 
year estimates only population and housing units (not households.) Accurate household counts are available at ten year 
intervals following the census.

Th e two consecutive BLRs demonstrate the subjectivity of analyzing “buildable” lands and “developable” capacity. Th e 
2007 BLR indicates a 5,000-acre reduction in land supply since the 2002 BLR because of  “consumption,” yet the 2007 
report also arrives at a “slightly higher” capacity than the 2002 report. Some jurisdictions in the county may have up-
zoned, although the report is silent about how much, if any. More likely, the capacity was always there, and, as this BLR 
says, “analysis assumptions” changed when faced with what actually happened between reports. (pg. V-3)

Livable Seattle recommends that the King County BLR should also disclose raw zoned capacities. Th is would reduce 
confusion and provide a basis for comparing reduction assumptions in prior reports and comparisons with reports that 
don’t use this particular methodology. We also recommend that planning documents, including BLR reports, should 
avoid expressing growth targets in measurements only accurate every ten years and instead seek targets or techniques that 
immediately expose unusual situations such as: many vacant units, jet setters snapping up pads in multiple locations, and 
hotel-condos attempting to take up slack, etc.

Table 5.2: Housing Capacity (2006) vs. Household Growth Targets (2006-2022)
Development Capacity (2006)

Subarea Zoning Housing
Units Households1

Remaining
Target

2006-2022

Surplus/
Deficit

Capacity
Single-Family 10,082 9,880

Multifamily          32,450           30,827

Mixed-Use          96,595           91,765
Sea-Shore

Total         139,335         132,472 41,841 90,631

Single-Family         19,719           19,325
Multifamily           6,356           6,038
Mixed-Use          31,954           30,356

East County

Total          58,029           55,719 32,494 23,225

Single-Family          45,023           44,123
Multifamily          16,720         15,884
Mixed-Use          18,469           17,546

South County

Total          80,279           77,553 28,319 49,295

Single-Family           9,463           9,274
Multifamily           1,490           1,416
Mixed-Use             859               816

Rural Cities

Total         11,812           11,506 3,698 7,808

Single-Family         84,286           82,600

Multifamily          57,016           54,165

Mixed-Use       147,877          140,483
UGA Total

Total         289,179          277,248 106,352 170,896
1 Housing units converted to households by assuming vacancy rates of 2% for SF and 5% for MF and MU.

(Primarily 
Seattle) 2

3.2 times

1.7 times

2.9 times

3.1 times

2.6 times

² Seashore includes Seattle with a capacity of 128,891 units/122,674 households, a household 
    target of 38,021 and a surplus capacity of 84,653 households. (See Table 5.3 pg. V-5)
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Major Employment Findings for Seattle 
Direct quotations from the Buildable Lands Report (BLR) are in italics.

 Th ese are called “employment fi ndings” because they relate projected job growth numbers to the 
availability of commercial and industrial space. Just as the residential numbers are supposed to help 
us understand whether we have enough space for population growth, these numbers are supposed to 
help us understand whether we have enough space for our projected job growth. 

Overall capacity in Seattle was for 254,900 jobs, 2.8 times the capacity necessary to 
reach the 2022 target of 92,083 new jobs. (BLR Table 5.6 on pg. V-10)

More than half of the county’s total employment capacity is in the SeaShore sub area, 
primarily within the City of Seattle. Seashore and East County contain the majority of com-
mercial/mixed use capacity, while SeaShore and South County lead the county in industrial 
capacity. (BLR  pg. V-8 and Table 5.5 below)

The City of Seattle has the largest surplus of capacity above and beyond targeted employ-
ment growth, capacity for nearly 163,000 more jobs than necessary. (BLR pg. V-8 and Table 
5.6 on pg. V-10)

In 2006, Seattle had 580 gross acres of vacant developable land zoned for commercial, 
industrial, and mixed uses with capacity for 110,226 jobs under current zoning. The city 
also contained 538 gross acres of redevelopable land, with capacity for 144,674 jobs. 
Eighty-three percent of Seattle’s job capacity was located in mixed-use zones. Fifty-sev-
en percent of the city’s employment capacity was on redevelopable land. (BLR pg. VII-11)

The King County  UGA (urban growth area) has capacity, based on current plans, for over 
500,000 new jobs added through development—nearly twice the capcity needed to accom-

modate the overall Job Growth Target of about 267,000 for the remainder of the planning 

period (2006-2022) (BLR pg. V-8 and Table 5.5 below)

Livable Seattle believes an analysis of the surplus described in the 2007 BLR helped drive the 
2007 decision by Mayor Nickels and the Seattle City Council to alter the development capacity in 
industrial zones to reduce fi nancial pressure on industrial businesses. 

“Industrial interests and labor unions had pushed for the [this] legislation. 
Th ey said increasing pressure for land from real estate speculators and non-
industrial businesses threatened to make property in Sodo, Ballard and other 
areas unaff ordable to true industry.” Seattle PI Dec. 13, 2007

According to this same article, Nickels’ offi  ce released a statement applauding the measures as 
protections of family-wage jobs in Seattle.

We believe the City ought to give equal attention to the impact overzoning is having on resi-
dents and the small commercial businesses that provide so many of our jobs.

•

•

•

•

•
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Important Note: When the BLR uses the term “Floor Area (Sq Ft),” most people think it means 
“zoned employment capacity.” Th at is not the case. Th e BLR’s  “Floor Area (Sq. Ft.)” starts with gross 
zoned capacity in acres and reduces that to come up with “buildable acres” which then get converted 
to “units of employment capacity” (sq. ft, jobs) using market activity assumptions about FAR (Floor 
Area Ratios) and “assumed sq. ft. per employee mulitipliers.” (pg. V-8)

Suffi  ce it to say, both adjustments are subjective with curious results. (For example, in Table 5.5 (shown above) 
if you divide the jobs into square footages, commercial zones in Seashore (primarily Seattle) are projected to 
have a generous 458 sq feet per job, while those in East County will only have 202 square feet. Are cubicles in 
Bellevue and Redmond really going to be half as big as those in Seattle? We think not. In mixed use, Seashore 
(Seattle) clocks in at 291 square feet per employee (still high but more reasonable), while East County has 
249, and South County has a whopping 383.

If a jurisdiction like Seattle passed a law tomorrow requiring everyone to build every parcel to the total zoned 
square footage immediately, the job capacity surpluses described in the BLR would be much, much higher. 
Whether people use “zoned square footage” or the BLR’s “Floor Area” or “Jobs Capacity,” Seattle still has at 
least 2.8 times more capacity than needed.

Livable Seattle Movement believes the BLR report should also disclose the zoned employment capacity and 
provide meaningful numbers that are comparable between reports and other jurisdictions. 

Table 5.5: Commercial and Industrial Capacity (2006) vs. Job Targets (2001-2022)
Employment Capacity (2006)

Subarea Zoning Floor Area
(Sq. Ft.)1 Jobs

Job Growth
Target

2001-2022

Surplus/
Deficit

Capacity
Commercial 878,914 1,921
Mixed-Use     62,509,499        214,782
Industrial    20,579,016         44,666

SeaShore

Total    83,967,429        261,369 94,778 166,591

Commercial       3,196,230         15,833
Mixed-Use     20,532,636         82,445
Industrial       5,878,900         26,426

East County

Total    29,607,765        124,704 84,554 40,154

Commercial    12,610,679         41,246
Mixed-Use     17,977,826         46,937
Industrial     28,391,702         40,059

South County

Total     58,980,207        128,242 84,762 43,480

Commercial       803,666         3,033
Mixed-Use      1,564,478         3,189
Industrial      2,667,311         7,183

Rural Cities2

Total      5,035,455         13,405 3,113 10,205

Commercial     17,489,489         57,860

Mixed-Use   102,584,439        351,527

Industrial     57,516,929        118,333
UGA Total

Total   177,590,857        527,720 267,307 260,422

2.8 times

1.5 times

1.5 times

4.3 times

2.0 times

(The table is from the Buildable Lands report. Our notes are in green.)
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Comprehensive Plans of Cities and Counties
Documentation of the required planning process by which cities and counties set forth and monitor 
the means they will use to accommodate the GMA planning goals and the growth targets agreed to 
in the CPP. Th e documentation must coordinate land use plans with capital fi nancing plans for full 
implementation.

Growth Management Act (GMA) 
Th e Growth Management Act was adopted because the Washington State Legislature found unco-
ordinated and unplanned growth posed a threat to the environment, sustainable economic devel-
opment, and the quality of life in Washington. Th e GMA requires state and local governments to 
manage Washington’s growth by identifying and protecting critical areas and natural resource lands, 
designating urban growth areas, preparing comprehensive plans and implementing them through 
capital investments and development regulations. 

County Growth Projections
County populations forecasted by the state’s Offi  ce of Financial Management every fi ve years in 
the form of a “reasonable range” with a high and low projection as well as a most-likely projection 
within a 25 year horizon from which counties planning under the GMA may select a growth target. 
Standards for overturning a projection exist, but are high, in that the OFM projections are proving 
themselves accurate. King, Pierce and Kitsap use close to the most-likely projection, Snohomish uses 
4% less than most-likely.

County Growth Targets
Th e minimum number of residents or jobs that a county planning under GMA decides to accom-
modate by a certain end-date and within the range of state provided projections. Th e county and its 
cities and towns must plan collaboratively to accommodate the anticipated growth but have broad 
discretion as to how to distribute it within the urban growth areas that the process delineates. Growth 
targets refl ect aspirational goals, but must be rooted in objective analysis based on the GMA planning 
goals and buildable lands program.

Countywide Planning Policies (CPP)
Documentation of the outcome of the GMA required planing process under which a county estab-
lishes urban growth areas and selects and proportions growth targets between its cities and towns. 
Th e CPP is binding once adopted by the county and ratifi ed by respective cities. King County’s 
CPP is prepared on behalf of the King County Growth Management Planning Council made up of 
elected offi  cials from the cities and county.

Urban Growth Area (UGA) 
Th e GMA requires designation of Urban Growth Areas to “include areas and densities suffi  cient to 
permit urban growth that is expected to occur in a county for the succeeding 20-year period.” Th ese 
are geography-based areas. King County’s can be seen in the map in the above text, where it has been 
further divided into  “sub areas” for reporting purposes.Urban Growth Area (UGA) 

Defi nitions
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Parcel
A lot or combination of lots under single ownership with a tax account number and a legal 
description.

Lot
Th e basic unit of the original recording of subdivision.

Upzone
Every parcel in Seattle is zoned for a certain use. “Upzoning” refers to a process whereby the City 
Council changes the use to a higher level or increases allowed height, lot coverage 
and/or density.

Downzone
Every parcel in Seattle is zoned for a certain use. “Downzoning” refers to a process whereby the City 
Council changes the use to a lower level or decreases allowed height, lot coverage 
and/or density.

Build out 
When all the land is developed to the maximum extent allowed under the law. A buildout analysis 
imagines the case of all the land having “built out” to the maximum allowed as a check for unantici-
pated costs and results and to help offi  cials make better, more informed decisions.

Overzoning
Overzoning occurs where current or proposed zoning permits land uses or densities far in excess of 
the actual use and over considerably more land than the market can absorb and public services carry.

Unit
One unit is a house, a townhouse, half of a duplex, or a single apartment in an apartment building.

Household
A household is the occupants of one unit. If the unit is vacant, it is not counted as a household.
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